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Exquisite ergonomics, with new 
health-protecting properties.
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PROTECTION WITH STAYING POWER

UNIQUE LUMBAR SOLUTION

A cloud of corporate comfort made for seating satisfaction - 
now with protection that goes beyond perfect posture.

   CLEANING CONVENIENCE

Along with being a layer of defense 
against viruses and fungi, the Cupron® 
copper infusion woven into the seat 
fabric has self-sanitizing properties 
and is easily cleanable.

   COLOR COORDINATION

The Cupron® mesh back and copper-
infused seat options are available in 
two finish colors to match your style 
preference: Cupron Copper or Cupron 
Graphite.

The lumbar features air cell 
technology, never before used in a 
chair. It allows for compression and 
support, greater airflow and a glove-
like fit against your back.

SEATING SATISFACTION
Cupron® copper-infused technology 
in the seat fabric adds further 
antimicrobial protection, building on 
the comfort of BodyBilt’s multiple 
seat contouring options.

The Cupron® patented technology 
embeds copper into the fibers of 
the seat fabric and the mesh back 
that helps protect the user from 
a range of bacteria and fungi that 
can cause odors and deterioration 
over time. 

COPPER-INFUSED CONSTRUCTION
The Cupron® mesh back option 
adds further health properties to 
the Aircelli’s ergonomic design. 
This mesh has biocidal, antifungal, 
and antiviral properties to better 
promote health in the workplace.

The Aircelli combines super-soft mesh and cutting-edge air cell lumbar with BodyBilt’s 
ergonomically-contoured seat for an unequalled experience. Now offered with new Cupron® 
copper-infused, EPA-registered technology in the seat and mesh back, this innovative chair 
provides both comfort and anti-viral properties for an additional layer of protection.

  MESH THAT HAS NO MATCH

The elastomeric mesh offers greater 
support via a tighter suspension in the 
lower back, while relaxing the tension 
in the upper back area. The Cupron® 
mesh option adds further health 
properties to the Aircelli’s ergonomic 
design.


